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WELCOME to our 12th annual bull sale. It is with great pride that we bring you this set of bulls. In the 12 years that we have been having a bull
sale, there is no doubt that this is the best offering that we have ever sold – bar none. Once again we would like to welcome the Dostal family who
has sold bulls with us for several years and a new addition is Udell Cattle from Sioux City. They are certainly no strangers to high quality cattle and
they are committed to the purebred cattle industry.

We are the first to realize that the agricultural markets have been less than favorable for the last couple years. With that, there is no better time than
right now to purchase a high quality bull to maximize your profits when taking your calf crop across the scale or producing your next set of replace-
ment heifers. When going to the field in the spring we make sure that we plant the right seed, fertilize the right amount at the proper time, and control
the weeds so that we can maximize the potential of each acre of ground that we have. With out a doubt we feel that the bulls in this sale will do just
what the proper seed, proper fertilizer and spraying will do. They will maximize your production per cow and pounds per acre of grass. I do not believe
that there is a lending agency around that would not tell you to maximize your production. I does not matter if it is with you livestock or plants and
even in these times of unstable markets. 

The bulls that these three operations have to offer for sale will help you to make a return on your investment. We say that with confidence.  It has
always been our philosophy that if these bulls are not good enough to turn out on our cows, why should you. Our goals are simple, we want to every
year have a better calf crop than last year. Hopefully with a little luck along the way we will continue to do so. Our cows have to work for us, these
bulls are bred to work for you.  

If there is anything we can do to assist you or if you have any questions, please call.  
Sincerely, 
Wayne & Barb

****We are offering $100 per head off of each lot if you take them home on sale day!



SALE LOCATION ...
OHL Ranch, 55943 East Hwy 275, Norfolk, NE  68701

** Located East of Norfolk on Hwy 275, North side

AUCTIONEER ...
Steve Bonham ........................................................405.823.2972

RINGMEN ...
Jeff Aegerter............................................................402.641.4696
Craig Talkington ....................................................785.623.1789

SALE CONSULTANTS ...
Kelvin Jorgensen ....................................................402.366.9475
Ryan Dunklau ........................................................402.369.2025
Kent Jaecke ............................................................405.408.2440
Jason Hansen..........................................................402.649.0500
Kane Warren ..........................................................402.651.8897
John Boddicker ......................................................816.510.7009
Quinton Smola ......................................................402.641.3273
John Stoltz..............................................................402.843.8968
Jack Stoltz ..............................................................402.843.8992

BREED REPRESENTATIVES ...
Blake Nelson, American Maine-Anjou Assoc. ........918.441.3433
Drew Feller, American Angus Assoc. ......................402.841.4215

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ...
Vet, Dr Del Heftie                     Catalog, Designs by Arin
Pictures & Videos, Kyla Niesham and Shannon Cook     
Meal, Lois Bowers and Joan Roberts     
Clerking, Melinda Johnson     
Sale Day Videos, Kate Siebrandt     
FRIENDS and NEIGHBORS all through the year

NOTIFICATIONS ...
Not responsible for accidents. We will follow breeding terms and

conditions of each respective breed association. Current weights
and scrotals will be available on sale day.

**If you are not planning to take your new bull home the day of the
sale, please make arrangements with respective breeder at settlement
for bull pickup or delivery.

OHL is retaining the rights to 1/4 semen interests and sales on all
OHL Bulls. 

Pictures & Videos will be online at www.ohlrichs.com
& SConlinesales.com as well as www.superiorlivestock.com

COWMAN’S FORMULA
Increase in pounds per calf from a top-performance bull
• X number of cows bred to him per year
• X number of years to keep the bull
• Expected selling price of calves

= Additional dollars you can pay for a better bull

EXAMPLE: A bull who will add 30 lbs. to the weaning weight of each
of his calves mated to 25 cows per year for four years and sell the
calves for $1.50/ pound. 

30 X 25 = 750 x 4 = 3,000 x 1.50 = $4,500
** This bull is worth $4.500 more than the average bull who will keep
your weaning weights the same. Take this formula and put your own 
figures in and see what you can affort to pay. This equation does not 
consider the increase in value due to calving - easy, high quality replace-
ment heifers, yearling growth, feedlot gain and improved carcass quality. 

Sale will be online at  
www.superiorlivestock.com
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HLRICHSO Wayne & Barb Ohlrichs
c: 402.649.5804    c: 402.649.6911   

55943 East Hwy. 275, Norfolk, NE  68701
www.ohlrichs.com

Keith, 402.750.8219
Chris, 402.750.3811
Kurt, 402.649.7915

DOSTAL
CATTLE

Guest Consignors ...

Mitchell Udell, 712.899.7485
Bret Udell, 712.251.2527
Marc Wermersen, 712.251.6456

What’s a Bull Worth?
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                                                  DAMERON FIRST CLASS
EXAR CLASSEN 1422B
                                                  EXAR PRINCESS 2006

                                  DCC NEW LOOK 101
HCA MAY 85
                                  SAV MAY 2335

SIRE:

OHL First Play 0200F 02.28.2018        Black                      Polled 
ID: O200           AAA Eligible           Angus Bull

When they say the ‘power is in the blood’, that literally could not be more true than right here. Four of the six Angus bulls are
out of the May 85 cow in this offering. A full sister to this bull  was very successfully shown by Colton Kleinschmidt. She was named
Supreme Champion Female many times, including the Nebraska Cattlemen’s Classic Jr Show. No matter what this cow is mated to,
it flat clicks. Study this bull from the ground up, he is big footed, soft pasterned, smooth and flexible in his joints. He is long bodied and still maintains the
extra depth of rib. Long and cool in his front and does not lack for performance. It really will not matter what type or breed of cow you will mate this one to,
you will come out ahead. He has two full brothers and one maternal brother in the sale. All are a little different but ALL are really good. You get to choose the
best one for your program. These bulls will not disappoint you by means of performance, power, muscle, structure or look. They will all sire bulls, replacement
females and feeder calves with lots of quality and pounds.

93 lbs.          775 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{1}
DAM:
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                                                           DAMERON FIRST CLASS
SCC FIRST-N-GOAL GAF 114
                                                           SCC ROYAL BLACKBIRD 502

                             DCC NEW LOOK 101
HCA MAY 85
                             SAV MAY 2335

SIRE:

OHL Fix It Man 8528F 03.10.2018        Black                      Polled 
ID: 8528            AAA 19303816      Angus Bull

The May 85 cow has done an awesome job for us, no matter what the matings have been. This First-N-Goal bull has been good
all summer long. From the ground up, he is built right. Big footed, great structured, lots of eye appeal and full of muscle from end
to end. He is another bull that needs lots of consideration if you are looking to raise bulls or females of high quality. This bull will
put that extra look and performance in your next crop of calves.

89 lbs.          785 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{2}
DAM:
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                                                       SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
PVF INSIGHT 0129
                                                       PVF MISSIE 790

                                                       DAMERON FIRST CLASS
SULL KEYMURA’S CLASS 4083
                                                       SLL ES KEYMURA KATY 0084

SIRE:

OHL First Rate 4209F 03.09.18            Black                      Polled 
ID: 4209            AAA 19278993      Angus Bull

This bull is bred as good as you can get. You might say that he is a herd builder. This is only the third calf out of this cow, the
others both being heifers. One we sold and the other we have kept back for ourselves. The 4209 cow is going to get flushed this year.
This is an easy fleshing bull with length and depth of body. Athletic on the move and a great hip in him. We could see this bull mak-
ing an incredible set of heifers. Smooth shouldered and well balanced. An easy bull to like.

93 lbs.          800 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{3}
DAM:
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                                              GAMBLES HOT ROD
SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303
                                              SILVEIRAS ELBA 2520
                                              TC FREEDOM 104
OHL ANGEL 717-1
                                              OHL SWEET DREAMS 917J

SIRE:

The dam to this bull needs no introduction. She is
the dam to all of the Lut bulls we have raised in the
past. This will be one of the last chances to get a hold
of her offspring. We are about out of embryos on her. This bull is incredibly stout
made with a huge top. We love how deep ribbed and easy fleshing he is. We have
offered very few females out of this cow family because of the incredible job they
have done for us. His maternal brothers have done an awesome job for their new
owners. Style himself has hit home runs all across the country. This bull is no
exception to that and we expect that he can and will carry on the same tradition.
If you are raising purebred stock or commercial cattle, this bull can take you to the
next level. Put extra *stars* beside this bull.

87 lbs.          773 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{4}

DAM:

OHL Front Row 9162F
                                              DAMERON FIRST CLASS
EXAR CLASSEN 1422B
                                              EXAR PRINCESS 2006
                                              DCC NEW LOOK 101
HCA MAY 85
                                              SAV MAY 2335

SIRE:

03.01.18            Black                      Polled 
ID: 8126            AAA 19302901      Angus Bull

Full brother to the Lot 1 bull. This guy is a little dif-
ferent in style and kind compared to Lot 1, but really
good. He is super deep bodied. Has a big stout square
hip and is still so smooth through his front and shoulders. Real sound and good
jointed with plenty of muscle. If a person was looking to make those really good
purebred show steers, this guy would be the ticket. Honestly, of all three of the full
brothers that are here in the sale, we do not know which is the best one. You will
have to be the judge as to which one best fits your program.

94 lbs.          666 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{5}

DAM:

OHL Filthy Rich 8126F

03.13.2018        Black                      Polled 
ID: 9162            AAA 19280152      Angus Bull

{4}

{5}
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                                              DAMERON FIRST CLASS
EXAR CLASSEN 1422B
                                              EXAR PRINCESS 2006
                                              DCC NEW LOOK 101
HCA MAY 85
                                              SAV MAY 2335

SIRE:

Here comes another bull out of the May 85 cow. We
would call this the power house of the three in terms of
muscle and overall performance. A big stout hip and
top, super deep bodied and easy fleshing. Great on the move. You could call this
one a ‘meat and potatoes’ type of bull. This one has been good from day one.

96 lbs.          848 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{6}

DAM:

OHL Fair Play 3213F
                                              BPF MERCEDES BENZ
NMR MATERNAL MADE
                                              NMR 0-04X
                                              OCC LEGEND
OHL 7141
                                              IMPRINT X ANGUS

SIRE:

03.05.2018       Black                         Polled 
ID: 7141           AMAA Eligible          25% Maine/ 2.25% Chi Bull

Cattlemen pay attention here. We actually hoped
this calf was going to be a heifer to replace his mother
after her many years here. No such luck. We have been
fortunate to have raised bulls out of her that we have kept in our pastures and wow
the replacement heifers they have produced. Many heifers have also sold on the
top end of our sales. This bull is maternally bred and certainly does not lack for
performance. He come right off of a twelve-year-old cow with an actual weight of
883#. Pound maker, female maker all in one package. Big footed and ultra sound.

99 lbs.          812 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{7}

DAM:

OHL Full Choke 7141F

03.09.2018           Black                         Polled 
ID: 3123               AAA Eligible              Angus Bull

{6}

{7}
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                                              BPF MERCEDES BENZ
NMR MATERNAL MADE
                                              NMR 0-04X

                                              OHL DBL OR NOTHING 704-2X
CMAC BEST FRIEND 209Z
                                              OHL LOVER GIRL 209M

SIRE:

OHL Final Say 83F 03.24.2018          Black                      Scurred 
ID: 83                  AMA Eligible          25% Maine/ 6.51% Chi Bull

Folks, when a mating works it works and that has been the case for us here. This bull is a little younger but he is special. We did
sell a full brother to this bull last year at the National Western in Denver. We had two full sisters, one was in our sale this last fall
and the other sold on Core/Boyert sale in Iowa. This one may be the best one of them all. Ultra sound, big ribbed, big hipped, and
ultra good looking. His maternal brother sells as lot 17 and is a half-blood Simmy. This bull was raised in a satellite herd and therefore we did not get an exact
weaning weight. But without a doubt he has exploded since then. The value of the dam to these bulls goes up every year. Her offspring have been getting the
job done. This bull has an awesome disposition just as his mother did. Take him home with confidence.

88 lbs.               --
BW     ADJ. WW

{8}
DAM:
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                                              REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
                                              AUBREYS BLACK BLAZE III

                                              SVF STEEL FORCE S701
BF MISS STEEL FORCE 
                                              REYNOLDSON IRISH DOLL 311

SIRE:

OHL STZ Fed Ex 801F 01.04.2018          Baldy                      Polled 
ID: 801                ASA 3497187          PB Simmental Bull

Everybody talks about structure, especially in the higher percent simmys. Well folks this one in terms of structure is as good as
you can get. Soft in his pasterns and takes a nice long stride, in fact you could say that he moves like a cat. Along with that, he is an
absolute beast. Huge bodied, big hipped, and still smooth through his shoulder and good fronted. This dude would make an incred-
ible set of half bloods out of Angus cows. This is just good beef. He come out with an 82# birth weight. A complete package.

82 lbs.          729 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{9}
DAM:
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                                              REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
                                              AUBREYS BLACK BLAZE III

                                              YARDLEY HIGH REGARD W242
JMG MISS 249Z
                                              JMG MISS DREAM ON 692S

SIRE:

OHL H&E Fore Front 500F

We have always had the philosophy that behind every good calf is a really good cow. That could not be more true than right here.
We sold a maternal sib purebred heifer to this bull that was the Reserve Champion Purebred Simmental a couple years ago at the
Ohio State Fair. Most recently a maternal brother was the Supreme Champion Bull at the 2018 Nebraska State Fair and continued
on to the American Royal at Kansas City were he was crowned the Reserve Champion Purebred Simmental Bull. His sire, Loaded Up is one of the hottest
Simmy bulls being used and with all good reason. If you want to make your own mark in the purebred industry, this bull would sure surface to the top. Good
looking, stout built and sound.

76 lbs.          714 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{10}
DAM:

02.03.2018          Baldy                      Polled 
ID: NT                ASA 350387            PB Simmental
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                                              YARDLEY UTAH Y361
W/C RELENTLESS 32C
                                              MISS WERNING KP 8543U

                                                  SVF STEEL FORCE S701
OHL LOTS OF FUN 462-2B
                                                  F A ROSE 925

SIRE:

OHL First Responder 462-2F 03.02.2018          Black                        Polled 
ID: 462-2             ASA 3515260          75% Simm/ 25% Angus Bull

A bull that has literally been one of our favorites all year long and continues to be just that. He comes from a great cow family
that has been around here for a long time. His dam is a Steel Force/Saugahatchee that will more than likely get flushed this spring.
This bull has performance, coming off of the cow weighing 846#. He is really, really sound, stout made and good shouldered. The
females out of this bull should be incredible. We have kept every female that his granddam ever had, are we ever glad that we did. This bull is the herd builder
kind.

92 lbs.          770 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{11}
DAM:
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                                              CNS DREAM ON L186
WLE UNO MAS X549
                                              SHAWNEE MISS 770P

                                                           ZKCC CHOPPER 844U
BOSS LAKE MS NEW EDITION
                                                           BOSS NEW EDITION 966

SIRE:

OHL Fire Ball 6233F 03.11.2018          Black                        Polled 
ID: 6233               ASA 3515262          75% Simm/ 25% Angus Bull

A common phrase is “this one came off of a first calf heifer”. We are going to tell you that this one is not common. We are more
than proud of this one coming off of a first calf heifer. Not only in his over all design and the way he is made but going across the
scale this ole boy weighed well. A 835# 205 day weight off of a first calver is impressive. Beyond that, this dude is cool looking, long
bodied, square hipped, and awesome on the move. His granddam is a full sister to Duffs Hobart. This bull is royally bred and is phenotypically good also. His
disposition is awesome!

93 lbs.          835 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{12}
DAM:
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                                                                 REMINGTON SECRET WEAPON 
DMCC SWITCHBOARD 5D
                                                          DMCC BUBBLES 6B
                                                          SVF STEEL FORCE S701
GEORGIA BARBIE DOLL 466B
                                                          PARTISOVER BARBIE 131X

SIRE:

Who in the world is Switch Board? He is a herd bull
of ours that we purchased from Diamond M Cattle
and this is the first set of calves out of him. When you
get them this good looking and with this much performance, we have the real deal.
A 205 day weight of 832# can go a long ways and in the end add extra pounds to
pay more bills. We could talk all day long about how good he is – his angles, his
muscle shape, smooth built. We need not say more, you need to see him for your-
self. Another, just Good Beef.

94 lbs.          832 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{13}

DAM:

OHL Fortune Teller 4232F
                                                       W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
JASS ON THE MARK 69D
                                                       JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X
                                                       MR HOC BROKER
BCC/GS MISS BROKER B733
                                                       ANTHOLZ SATIN PRIDE 733

SIRE:

03.16.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 107-1        ASA Eligible         75% Simm/ 25% Angus Bull

The dam to this bull made her way to the donor pen
a couple of years ago and with all good reason. We have
been more than impressed with our On The Mark
sired cattle. They have performance, are great in their structure, easy fleshing, big
footed, and are smooth jointed cattle. If you are looking to add more muscle and
pounds going across the scale and make awesome females, this guy will get the job
done.

88 lbs.          776 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{14}

DAM:

OHL Fernando 107-1F

03.23.2018     Baldy                   Polled 
ID: 4232         ASA Eligible         75% Simm/ 25% Angus Bull

{13}

{14}
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                                                      YARDLEY UTAH Y361
W/C RELENTLESS 32C
                                                      MISS WERNING KP 8543U
                                                      MR HOC BROKER
BCC/GS MISS BROKER B733
                                                      ANTHOLZ SATIN PRIDE 733

SIRE:

If we could get twins to look like this and perform
like this every time, we might be all about it. Granted,
we did draft one of them onto another cow for the bet-
terment of both calf and the cow. Still this is a really cool pair of bulls. Relentless has done an excellent job at our place. These bulls are maternal brothers to the lot 14
bull. There are some differences between these twins. Lot 16 is a little more moderate in frame and very easy fleshing. Lot 15 has a little more growth and is a little
longer bodied. Both bulls are excellent on the move, big footed and smooth jointed. They have plenty of power when you get behind them. You make the decision as
to which one best suits you or take them both home and turn them out together. Either way, you will not go wrong.

{15 }

DAM:

OHL Frankie 1F
                                                     YARDLEY UTAH Y361
W/C RELENTLESS 32C
                                                     MISS WERNING KP 8543U
                                                     MR HOC BROKER
BCC/GS MISS BROKER B733
                                                     ANTHOLZ SATIN PRIDE 733

SIRE:

02.24.2018        Black                    Polled 
ID: Bean 2          ASA Eligible         75% Simm/ 25% Angus Bull{16}

DAM:

OHL Franklin 2F

02.24.2018        Black                    Polled 
ID: Bean 1          ASA Eligible         75% Simm/ 25% Angus Bull

{15}

{16}

82 lbs.          721 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

63 lbs.          684 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW
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                                              W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
JASS ON THE MARK 69D
                                              JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X

                                              OHL DBL OR NOTHING 704-2X
CMAC BEST FRIEND 209Z
                                              OHL LOVER GIRL 209M

SIRE:

OHL Fan C lub 209F 02.28.2018          Baldy                       Polled 
ID: 209                 ASA 3515258          75% Simm/ 4.3% Chi Bull

From the very get go we knew that we had something extra special with this guy. This is the natural calf of this donor female. She
is also the dam to the lot 8 bull. This is the first time that this cow has been mated to a simmy bull. We have her bred right back
the same way, excited for calving season to get here. This bull has a big foot like a clydesdale and can move as graceful as one. He is
easy fleshing, stout made and has plenty of performance. We can only imagine the set of baldies he will produce. His dam won a championship banner in
Louisville a few years ago. We actually raised the bull that she is sired by and he went back to the Harrietta cow herself. We have had this cow family around
for several generations simply because they get their job done. If you are looking for performance and maternal in one package, it can be found right here in
this bull.

96 lbs.          767 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{17 }
DAM:
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                                              REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
                                              AUBREYS BLACK BLAZE III

                                              IRISH WHISKEY
KRT MS WHISKEY 434B
                                              SLL MISS KEYMURA KATY 8071

SIRE:

OHL H&E Fast Track 434F

When you mate Loaded Up to an Irish Whiskey and add Lut into the pedigree you get what you call an amazing bovine. This
bull is just good from end to end. Starting at the ground up his feet all go straight forward, flexes easily in his joints and is stout
made. With that, he is smooth shouldered and has a killer look through his front end. This bull will give you plenty of performance
and will sire those really cool females that will hang banners. We could talk all day long about how good this bull is. Best way to describe him is that he is flat
out GOOD BEEF.

81 lbs.          721 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{18 }
DAM:

02.10.2018          Black                        Polled 
ID: 434                 ASA 3515290          50% Simm/ 18% Maine Bull
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                                               W/C LOADED UP 1119YJASS ON THE MARK 69D
                                               JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X
                                               VANDES T714 OF MAG (TRIFECTA)MS SMITH 531
                                               X31 (DUFF NEW LOOK)

SIRE:

Do not let the black and white stop you from appre-
ciating this bull. On a set of Angus cows he will make
baldies all day long. Special note, look at the weaning
weight of this bull. He had a 205 day weight of 866#. Looks like a win, win situ-
ation. This bull is a beast. Full of meat from end to end with a touch of style.
Smooth in his joints and really sound structured. His dam has about a picture per-
fect udder. Reap the benefits of this bull with  performance, maternal and baldies.
Take him home with confidence and let him go to work.

95 lbs.          866 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{19}

DAM:

OHL Free Loader 5237F
                                               SVF STEEL FORCE S701MR HOC BROKER
                                               JM BF H25
                                               MONOPOLY
PWSC ALEX 4208B
                                               DUNK MISS DIVA 4W

SIRE:

03.21.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 112           ASA Eligible         50% Simm/ 12.5% Maine Bull

Here is a bull that should be going to Denver with
us for our display pen but we can only fit so many in
the trailer. This dude is cool looking and made really
good. We had two full sisters to him this past fall that sold extremely well in our
September and November sales. His mother was no stranger to hanging banners.
She was shown as a market heifer and named Supreme Market animal numerous
times. This bull is so good at the ground. Super square hipped, deep bodied and
easy fleshing. Use this guy to produce some really good stock.

90 lbs.               --
BW     ADJ. WW

{20}

DAM:

OHL Full Back 112F

03.14.2018     Baldy                   Polled 
ID: 5237         ASA Eligible         50% Simm/ 50% Angus Bull

{19}

{20}
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                                               SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                                               JM BF H25
                                               IRISH WHISKEY
JDH MISS WHISKEY 11A
                                               SH CORA 8235

SIRE:

This guy is maternally bred. We have had several
full sibs. It has been a very successful mating for both
heifers and bulls. This bull has flat turned it on since
we brought him home. It will be fun to run him across the scale to see how much
he has gained. Every time we walk out through the bulls and see him at a distance
we ask ourselves – what bull is that? Probably the best way to describe this bull is
complete. He has the right amount of muscle and is extremely flexible on the
move. Not only will these Broker sired cattle give you performance, they will make
awesome females too. His dam is a beautifully uddered cow. We may get to sound-
ing like a broken record but we believe in these bulls and try to describe them to
you the way we see them and know them.

87 lbs.               --
BW     ADJ. WW

{21}

DAM:

OHL Fair Trade 81F
                                               SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                                               JM BF H25
                                               IRISH WHISKEY
JDH MISS WHISKEY 11A
                                               SH CORA 8235

SIRE:

03.21.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 41             ASA 3515257       50% Simm/ 18% Maine Bull

The dam to this bull is one good beast. That is why
she made a donor cow after just her first calf. She was
actually raised by Jeff Holmes and he told us that we
needed to own half of her with him and he was right. There are three bulls in the
sale out of her. Lot 21 is a full brother and lot 24 a maternal brother. There really
is not a lot to not say about this bull as he is just a complete individual. This bull
has done nothing but exploded since we brought him home from weaning. We
have lots of confidence in this mating and this bull.

87 lbs.               --
BW     ADJ. WW

{22}     

DAM:

OHL Fair Deal 41F

03.25.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 81             ASA Eligible         50% Simm/ 18% Maine Bull

{21}

{22}
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                                               SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
                                               JM BF H25
                                               G 13 STRUCTURE
DM MEMORY 678
                                               DM MEMORY

SIRE:

If there is a Broker son out there that could make a
calving ease bull, this one sure could be the one. His
mother, no matter what she has been mated to, takes
the birth weight out of her progeny. He still does not lack for performance. At 12
years old she still weaned off a 772# calf. Actually we were hoping to get a heifer
to keep one last replacement out of this cow. We have kept every heifer this cow
has had and put them back in the herd. This bull is so nice headed and smooth
shouldered that we would not be afraid to turn him out on heifers.

64 lbs.          729 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{23 }

DAM:

OHL Flash 6140F
                                               CNS DREAM ON L186
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
                                               SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901
                                               IRISH WHISKEY
JDH MISS WHISKEY 11A
                                               SH CORA 8235

SIRE:

03.24.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 157           ASA Eligible         50% Simm/ 18.7% Maine Bull

Another really nice bull out of our Irish Whiskey
donor. A younger bull not to over look here. We really
like our Steel Force cattle of which we have several of.
The mating of Steel Force to Irish Whiskey and then add Lutton in there is a great
maternal combination. This bull is a little more moderate in frame and is easy
fleshing. He has plenty of eye appeal and a heifer maker deluxe. We wish that he
was just a little older and at the same maturity level as the older bulls in the sale.
You will not even think that this is the same bull at turn out time.

89 lbs.               --
BW     ADJ. WW

{24}

DAM:

OHL For Sure 157F

03.12.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 6140         ASA Eligible         50% Simm/ 50% Angus Bull

{23}

{24}
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                                                          SVF STEEL FORCE S701
FBFS WHEEL MAN 649W
                                                          SVF STAR STRUCK S199
                                                          FRICTION
OHL BLABBER MOUTH 3215A
                                                          OHL 4101

SIRE:

This Wheel Man semen was hard to get a hold of
but we were fortunate that we did. These cattle have
eye appeal and gainability. This bull is maternally bred
and his Friction sired momma produces exceptionally well. Study this bull from
the ground up as he is so big footed and sound. Athletic on the move with a
smooth shoulder and is deep bodied. If you took a picture of his mother and of
her udder, that is the what we expect them to look like. Another bull that would
be awesome to turn out on a set of Angus or Baldy cows to make females and
pounds.

88 lbs.          732 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{25 }

DAM:

OHL Flip Flop 3215F

02.24.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 3215         ASA 3515261       50% Simm/ 4.1% Chi Bull

{25}

                                               REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
                                               AUBREYS BLACK BLAZE III
                                               GCC OSAGE 601S
SX3 JUST A DREAM X007
                                               DOUBLE W MISS CINCHA M05

SIRE:

This is one cool baldy that we feel would work on
heifers. He is really good headed, smooth in his shoul-
der and smooth jointed. He could produce an awe-
some set of baldies on a set of first calf heifers. Also a plus, for a potential calving
ease bull he will not disappoint you with an adjusted weaning weight of 724#.
When you get behind him he has plenty of muscle shape through his quarter and
is great on the move.

79 lbs.          724 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{26 }

DAM:

OHL STZ Fired Up 518F

03.20.218       Baldy                   Polled 
ID: 518           ASA 3497836       50% Simm/ 50% Angus Bull

{26}

                                               CNS DREAM ON L186
WLE UNO MAS X549
                                               SHAWNEE MISS 770P
                                               CARD UPROAR 614B
OHL DIXIE ROSE 6140-3D
                                               OHL LIBERTY BELL 3140A

SIRE:

Hello Dolly, that is what we were thinking as he
walked across the scale this last fall. No matter what, an
adjusted 205 weaning weight of 902# is IMPRESSIVE
let alone being out of a first calf heifer. His actual weight this fall was 920# coming
off of his mother. If you want shear pounds out of your calf crop, here you go. This
boy will get it done. Super long sided with a smooth shoulder and deep bodied.
He has a big foot and foundation under him. This bull will go out and help you
to reach the maximum potential out of your cows.

85 lbs.          902 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{27 }

DAM:

OHL Foreman 6140-3F

03.11.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 6140-3      ASA Eligible         62.5% Simmental Bull

{27}
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SIRE:

This just might be as impressive as it gets. Twin
brothers. Lot 28 had an actual weight of 862# this fall
that adjusts to a 205 day weight of 813#. Lot 29 had
an actual weight of 902# adjusting to a 205 day weight of 848# . Those are just the facts, the most impressive part is that they were born to a first calf heifer. Lot 29
was raised on his mother and lot 28 was raised by another first calf heifer. When you build anything you have to start with a solid foundation and these two boys have
it.  Both structurally and genetically. Their granddam is a Duffs New Edition. Her natural bull calves have topped our bull sale a couple different times. One of them
going to California to a Simmental breeder that reports back those are some of the best calves he has raised. Maternal and performance all in one package and times
two. You pick which bull would work best for your program. If you can not decide, take them both home. They will get the job done right.

{28 }

DAM:

OHL Flinstone 13F
SIRE:

02.27.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 6176-1      ASA Eligible         62% Simm/ 37% Angus Bull{29}

DAM:

OHL Freddie 6176-1

02.27.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 13             ASA Eligible         62% Simm/ 37% Angus Bull

{28}

{29}

75 lbs.          813 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

80 lbs.          848 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

                                                             SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
FHEN HALFTIME A127
                                                             R&R MISS CUT ABOVE Y127
                                                             MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423B
OHL DREAM COME TRUE 6176-1D
                                                             OHL TOUCH O FAITH 3176A

                                                             SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
FHEN HALFTIME A127
                                                             R&R MISS CUT ABOVE Y127
                                                             MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423B
OHL DREAM COME TRUE 6176-1D
                                                             OHL TOUCH O FAITH 3176A
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                                                   MR NLC UPGRADE U8676MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423B
                                                   MS TR TERRY DREAM 9810W
                                                   SANDEEN SALUTE OR SURRENSANDEEN LADY 114
                                                   14

SIRE:

Do you want to make some baldies that will ring the
bell and turn heads when you go to sell them? This bull
had an adjusted weaning weight of 807#. We have a
full sister that is going to be a first calf heifer this spring and is just as impressive
to say the least. I know that some of these footnotes sound like we are repeating
ourselves but it is true that we expect our cows to be maternal and high performing
and sound structured and have a good disposition and not give up eye appeal. That
is exactly what this bull is. If they are not that, they leave here in a hurry. Choose
this bull with confidence. There are a lot of goods here.

94 lbs.          807 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{30}

DAM:

OHL Farmer 1192F

03.18.2018     Baldy                   Scurred 
ID: 1192         ASA Eligible         62.5% Simmental Bull

{30}

                                                     REMINGTON SECRET WEAPON 185DMCC SWITCHBOARD 5D
                                               DMCC BUBBLES 6B
                                               MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423BOHL DIG IT 6193D
                                               FBF Y-HOSS 082Y

SIRE:

Our first calf heifers this year did us a tremendous
job. This bulls weaning weight adjusted to 726#. That
is what we call, not a bad day starting out with a 71#
birth weight. An easy fleshing, structurally correct, smooth made bull here. Take
him home and let him go to work on your cows or heifers.

71 lbs.          726 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{31}

DAM:

OHL Festus 6193F

03.16.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 6193         ASA Eligible         62% Simm/ 37% Angus Bull

{31}

                                               ZKCC CHOPPER 844U
ZKCC STURGIS 606D
                                               ERICA OF HOLIDAY 1005
                                               FELT GAME ON 22A
OHL CRICKET 5195C
                                               YARDLEY HEATSTROKE Z66

SIRE:

This bull is sired by one of our new herd bulls.
Surgis is a half blood Simmy/Angus. This bull is mater-
nally bred on both sides of his pedigree and perform-
ance wise he still weaned off with close to an 800# AWW. He is moderate in frame,
easy fleshing and real smooth made from end to end. Another bull to make an
excellent set of females out of and not sacrifice pounds.

84 lbs.          797 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{32}

DAM:

OHL First Down 5195F

03.27.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 5195         ASA Eligible         37% Simm/ 62% Angus Bull

{32}
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                                               PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
OHL REVELATION 0187B
                                               OHL ANGEL 717-1

                                                         SVF STEEL FORCE S701
OHL TOO MUCH FUN 462-1B
                                                         F A ROSE 925

SIRE:

OHL Foot Loose 462-1F 04.05.2018          Black                        Polled 
ID: 462-1             ASA 3515259          25% Simm/ 75% Angus Bull

This bull comes out of our favorite two cow families that we have. In fact you could say that they have been the cornerstone to
our operation on both sides of his pedigree. His sire is a maternal brother to the Lot 4 bull. Not only is this bull impressive to look
at but also has performance to go along with it. This is a stout, massive bull that is still smooth shouldered. If you want females and
pounds alike, latch onto this guy. He is a good one.

95 lbs.          791 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{33 }
DAM:
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                                               SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
SULL BRILLIANCE 9515
                                               RCL BARB 9515

                                               MR HOC BROKER
J6RA TINGE 6546D
                                               GF EVENING TINGE 1X

SIRE:

OHL Fool Proof 6249F

We felt very fortunate to get the dam to this bull purchased and to have her in our pasture to look at all the time. We purchased
her from Sullivan Farms as a bred heifer. She was named the Champion Lo Percent Simmy female in the Jr show at Kansas City for
Sara Sullivan. After her first calf she went to the donor pen.  She was flushed and bred back right away to calve up close this spring.
Her bull calf was sired by a calving ease Brilliance son and here he is. He should be a calving ease bull himself. He also performed well or should we say momma
did her job weaning him off with an AWW of 795#. We can foresee this bull producing some baldies that you will not be disappointed in. He is deep bodied
with an awesome structure. Like we say, every great calf has a great cow to back him up. His mother is a good one!

72 lbs.          795 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{34}
DAM:

02.04.2018          Baldy                       Polled 
ID: 6249               ASA 3515256          25% Simm/ 75% Angus Bull
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{35}

{36}

{37}

                                                      ZKCC CHOPPER 844U
ZKCC STURGIS 606D
                                                      ERICA OF HOLIDAY 1005
                                                      PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
OHL CANDY HEART 517-1C
                                                      OHL ANGEL 717-1

SIRE:

Lots of times we do not keep bulls that are younger,
but when they are made like this one we dang sure do.
This is the first calf crop out of our Sturgis bull. Not
only did he produce us a nice set of bulls, we also got a terrific set of replacement
heifers. The dam to this bull is a full sister to all of the Lut bulls we have raised
and sold in our bull sales over the last several years. Last year as a first calf heifer,
we sold her bull calf for a little over $5000. This bull is backed by two great cow
families on both sides of his pedigree. Buy with confidence and reap the benefits.

80 lbs.          666 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{35}

DAM:

OHL First Base 517-1F

03.29.2018     Black                   Scurred 
ID: 517-1        ASA Eligible         25% Simm/ 75% Angus Bull

                                               MEYER RANCH 734
WHIPLASH
                                               C17
                                               OHL-KWR BANKROLL 51E
OHL BUBBLES 807H
                                               ANGUS

SIRE:

This might be a little old school genetics here but
there is nothing old school about this bull. He is a full
brother to our Cool Whip cow that was and still is one
of our highest revenue producing cows. If he produces half of what his full sister
did, he is valuable. Sound as a cat, square in his hip and deep bodied just as we
want them to be. We are not going to lie to you, sure wish he would have come
out a heifer and then this one would not have gone anywhere. He should make an
awesome set of replacement females that you will not want to part with for cows.

90 lbs.          721 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{36}

DAM:

OHL Fireworks 3212F

03.29.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 3212         ASA & ACA Eligible
25% Simm/ 10% Chi Bull

                                               ZKCC CHOPPER 844U
ZKCC STURGIS 606D
                                               ERICA OF HOLIDAY 1005
                                               RHSC HOTROD 827J
OHL HOT CHICK 917-2W
                                               OHL PARTY DOLL 4172

SIRE:

We do not have many of these straight Chiangus
cows left. The ones that we do have are really good and
have been around here for quite some time. Mating
these cows to Simmy bulls has worked very well. Excellent performance, mother-
ing ability and these calves when they are born have the hybrid vigor to get right
up and go. We need to mention that this bulls dam goes back to our 17 cow family
that has been a cornerstone of our cow herd.

81 lbs.          781 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{37}

DAM:

OHL Freightliner 917-2F

03.19.2018     Black                   Polled 
ID: 917-2        ASA & ACA Eligible
25% Simm/ 9.5% Chi Bull
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                                                      IRISH WHISKEY
CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A
                                                      LLW TEA 37W
                                                      WHIPLASH
OHL RUN AWAY GIRL 907W
                                                      OHL BUBBLES 807H

SIRE:

A few years ago we had a red bull in our sale out of
this cow that was sired by Chopper and was one of our
high sellers. This one is sired by a Chopper son. This
mating worked well too but just a little younger. The dam to this cow is a full sister
to our Cool Whip cow. Likewise, this cow has done a great job and has earned her
keep around here. This bull is really smooth through his shoulder, is deep ribbed
and excellent on the move. Another bull that is sure to make an excellent set of
females, the keeping kind.

95 lbs.          726 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{38}

DAM:

OHL Flyin High 907F

04.14.2018     Black                   Scurred 
ID: 907           ASA & ACA Eligible
25% Simm/ 18% Maine; 5% Chi Bull

{38}

                                               IRISH WHISKEY
CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A
                                               LLW TEA 37W
                                               ANGUS
ANGUS
                                               ANGUS

SIRE:

We know that this bull is a little younger and out of
a commercial angus cow. He cannot be registered in
any one breed but to us that does not matter when they
are good. We know that his dam is good too. Our Whiskey Boy calves never get
bragged on enough, they are consistent and good all the way through. We have
cows that we have kept out of him and they are now in production and doing a
fantastic job. These are the kind that we can make money with all day long. A little
white on his head sets them off just a little more. His sire has a splash of white on
his head and it often shows up on his calves.

87 lbs.          764 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{39}

DAM:

OHL Forecaster 90F

04.15.2018            Black            Polled 
ID: 90                    --                   12% Simm/ 18% Maine Bull

{39}

                                               IRISH WHISKEY
CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A
                                               LLW TEA 37W
                                               RHSC HOTROD 827J
OHL MAKE OVER 174Y
                                               FBF EAGLE SCOUT 547J

SIRE:

This bull also goes back to a straight Chiangus cow.
She is a Hot Rod x Eagle Scout daughter. This is a full
brother to a bull that John Lueking purchased a few
years ago. He is so deep bodied, good fronted and stout built. This bull would be
a great choice for raising a heck of a set of baldy replacement heifers. They could
be worth a lot of money to sell or keep for your own cow herd.

82 lbs.          674 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{40}

DAM:

OHL Firewater 174F

03.09.2018     Baldy                   Polled 
ID: 174           ASA Eligible         
12% Simm/ 18% Maine/ 8.7% Chi Bull

{40}
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                                               IRISH WHISKEY
CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A
                                               LLW TEA 37W

                                               DUFF BASIC INSTINCT 6501
KDJ FOREVER LADY 107
                                               KDJ FOREVER LADY 90

SIRE:

OHL Free N Clear 1176F 03.29.2018          Black                        Polled 
ID: 1176               --                               12% Simm/ 18% Maine Bull

The dam to this bull has been an awesome producer. We purchased her as a calf from Kelvin Jorgensen. Pretty sure Kelvin may
not have let her go if he would have known what her future production outcome was going to be like. She has never failed us in any
sort of the way. This cow raised our high selling bull a couple years ago and she is the granddam to Lots 28 and 29, the twins. We
have kept every daughter back in our herd. We could go on and on about this bull, his sire and his dam and their skeletal makeup but we are not going to. You
can see that for yourself in his picture and video and then come see him in real life. One word says it all, he is GOOD. We know that a couple of the bulls in
the offering are a little younger. The reason that they are being offered is because they are high quality bulls backed by high quality dams. We believe in them
and their ability to make you money. If this bull was one of the first ones to be born here, he may very well be the most sought after and high seller. We should
have just named him Confidence.

83 lbs.          736 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{41 }
DAM:
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                                               LT BLUEGRASS 4017
LT LEDGER 0332
                                               LT BRENDA 6120
                                               LT-WC TEMPELTON 1483
DOS SUGAR ET
                                               CCC MS WINDY BESS R06PET

SIRE:

No, you’re not seeing things, here is a really good
purebred Charolais bull. He is out of a first calf heifer
who entered our donor program this past spring. This
bulls performance is what cattlemen strive for. He is long spined, full of red meat,
sound made and sets himself apart with his extra extension up through his front
end.  Add in the fact that he is sired by LT Ledger, his genetic power will work on
a set of commercial cows or in a purebred herd. To top things off, he has a great
disposition.

80 lbs.           801lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{42}

DAM:

DOS Dean 182F
                                               PURPLE CURRENCY 24U
PURPLE CHACHI 65Z
                                               PURPLE CMCC CARMELLA 1P
                                               UPS KOOTENAY 3228
THE MISS BELLE
                                               RRR PANDORA 671ET

SIRE:

03.21.2018            Red/ White              Polled 
ID: 9                      --                               PB Hereford

We may only have one hereford cow in our herd, but
she throws a good one for us every year. We have had
two full sister to his bull who have not only had suc-
cessful show careers, but more importantly, turned into great cows. This bull is
moderate in his frame size but packed with muscle. He big topped, very soft and
bold in his rib shape and gets out and travels with ease. He could make a calving
ease sire for your heifers or if you looking to raise some really good black baldy
females, this guy will do just that.

68 lbs.          604 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{43 }  

DAM:

DOS Fireball 183F

03.18.2018             Whte             Polled 
ID: 42                     --                    PB Charolais Bull

{42}

{43}

Keith, 402.750.8219
Chris, 402.750.3811
Kurt, 402.649.7915

DOSTAL
CATTLE
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{44}

{45}

{46}

                                               SVF STEEL FORCE S701
ZKCC CHOPPER 844U
                                               MS MEYER 31S1
                                               SVF STAR POWER S802
DOST STAR LIGHT 8299
                                               DOST SHINING STAR 8299

SIRE:

This 3/4 blood Simmental bull is sired by the popular
Chopper bull who has been one of the most consistent
bull we have ever used. We love the great hips, soft
middles and good feet and legs that we consistently see in our Chopper cattle. This
guy may be a little younger, but the cow family this bull comes from has raised a
number of very good bulls for us and this one is another one we can add to the
list.

74 lbs.          648 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{44}

DAM:

DOST Platinum 8299F

04.05.2018            Black            Polled 
ID: 8299                --                   75% Simm/ 25% Angus Bull

                                                     GAR GRID MAKER
SAV BISMARCK 5682
                                                     SAV ABIGALE 0451
                                                     PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
EDLE FOREVER LADY 656D
                                                     RCL FOREVER LADY 042

SIRE:

Here is a really complete purebred angus bull that is
out of a first calf heifer we purchased from RJ Cattle
Co. Sired by the popular Bismarck bull, we feel confi-
dent this guy can be used on heifers. He’s smooth shouldered, great hipped, really
deep bodied, and as agile as you can make one. Even as a calving ease bull, his
growth and performance is exceptional. With Lutton genetics coming in from his
dam, this bull could sire some very maternally made replacement females as well.

71 lbs.          762 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{45}

DAM:

DOST Cruzer 656F

02.12.2018            Black            Polled 
ID: 656                  --                   PB Angus Bull

                                               CNS DREAM ON L186
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
                                               SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901
                                               WAR FALL OF FAME 8023
DOS ROSIE 5211
                                               WAR FLYER 5211 4134

SIRE:

This could very well be your last chance to get your
hands on one of these high quality, proven Steel Force
sons. Full brothers have proven that this mating works
whether your goal is to produce good replacement females or raise cattle that per-
form in the feedlots. This blaze faced bull is a lot like his brothers when it comes
to exceptional growth and performance. He is stout made, soft middled, and trav-
els freely off of both ends. Don’t miss out on the opportunity to add his power
genetics to your herd.

88 lbs.          776 lbs.
BW     ADJ. WW

{46}

DAM:

DOST Rockstar 047F

02.23.2018             Black           Polled 
ID: 47                     --                  50% Simm/ 50% Angus Bull
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                                                DAMERON FIRST CLASS
COLBURN PRIMO 5153
                                                SILVEIRAS SARAS DREAM 1339
                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262
KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 167

SIRE:

This mating has produced some big time genetics in the past and these four full
brothers stack up against the best of them. A full sister was shown by the Nikkel
family of Kansas last year extremely successfully and highlighted as the Reserve
Grand Champion Angus Female in the Junior Show in Louisville. Colburn Primo
5153 has been gaining popularity in the show cattle world and these four bulls are
an example of why. Lot 47 is moderate, big-bellied and attractive in his design.
He’s good looking with the right amount of foot, bone and structural integrity to
cover a group of cows for years to come. 

{47 }

DAM:

UDE Primo 12F
                                                DAMERON FIRST CLASS
COLBURN PRIMO 5153
                                                SILVEIRAS SARAS DREAM 1339
                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262
KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 167

SIRE:

03.10.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 134F                Angus Bull

This March prospect is cut from the same mold as his brothers. I love the struc-
tural build and flex this bull possesses, all while keeping the bold shape and mass
we love to see in these bulls.

{4 8 }  

DAM:

UDE Primo 8134

02.16.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 12F                  Angus Bull

{ 47}

{48}

KAF Century Missie 164
- Dam of Lot 47, 48, 49, 50, 55, 56, 57, 64 & 65
- Reserve Champion Junior Angus Female, 

’15 American Royal
- Champion Intermediate Angus Female, 

’15 NAILE, Jr & Open Show
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                                                DAMERON FIRST CLASSCOLBURN PRIMO 5153
                                                SILVEIRAS SARAS DREAM 1339
                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 167

SIRE:

The fourth brother in this set is another that has the potential to raise some
show cattle while maintaining the commercial characteristics we all need in our
cow herds. This is a pedigree that never misses and the offspring out of these bulls
will be anticipated each year in your own herd.

{49 }

DAM:

UDE Primo 8143
                                                DAMERON FIRST CLASSCOLBURN PRIMO 5153
                                                SILVEIRAS SARAS DREAM 1339
                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 167

SIRE:

02.25.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 51F                  Angus Bull

This Primo son has the silhouette to produce big time show heifers. He is
extremely attractive and angular in his design, good on his feet and legs and has
the extra depth and dimension to be a big time herd sire. This pedigree is backed
by years of consistency and quality.

{5 0 }  

DAM:

UDE Primo 8051

02.16.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 143F                Angus Bull

{ 49}

{50}

Kruse Missie Primo 147
- A full sister to Lots 47, 48, 49 & 50.
- Reserve Grand Champion Junior Angus Female, 

’18 NAILE
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                                                WS PILGRIM H182U
PILGRIM 234B
                                                FOXHOVENS MARIA 234

                                                              MR HOC BROKER
UDELL FANCYS LAST STAND 7B
                                                              HCC FANCY

SIRE:

UDE Pilgrim 718E 10.08.2017            Baldy                       Polled 
ID: 718                  50% Simmental/ 50% Angus Bull

We thought long and hard about keeping this bull and using him ourselves, but have decided to offer him for sale to you now. His sire was a staple herd sire
in our program for years and we are sad to see him go. On the bottom side he’s backed by one of the most consistent cow families we have. A maternal sister
to this guy’s dam, Farrah 15W, was named the Reserve Champion Percentage Female at the 2010 AJSA National Classic and has turned into quite the successful
donor in our program. This halfblood Simmental bull is flashy and attractive through his neck, shoulder and brisket. I really like the muscle and shape he pos-
sesses, but his feet and legs are what really set him apart. Bulls with this bone circumference and foot size that still move like this don’t come around every day.

{51}
DAM:
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                                                GAMBLES HOT ROD
SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303
                                                SLIVEIRAS ELBA 2520

                                                        ASHW WHO DA MAN
JSUL RED THUNDER 9051W
                                                        SULL 60

SIRE:

UDE Stylish 190F ET

There’s not a pedigree at the UCC that has more consistently produced champions in the heifer world than this one. This is a promotional quality bull who’s
sisters have proven the quality and consistency this pedigree is capable of. They have won at all levels, from jackpot shows to Louisville and Denver and have
now gone on to become leading donors in our customer’s programs. Regardless of his pedigree, this bull is high quality stock. This bull has the right amount
of muscle, shape and look to produce high quality show stock of all levels. 

{52}
DAM:

04.01.2018            Black & White              Polled 
ID: 190F                7.47% Chi Bull

Full sisters to Lot 52 ...

- Grand Champion Chi Female, 
’15 NAILE

- Grand Champion Prospect Female,
’17 NWSS

- Third Overall Female, 
’18 Badger Kick-Off

- Supreme Champion Female, 
’17 Ohio State Fair
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                                                SILVEIRAS WATCHOUT 0514
SMA WATCHOUT 482
                                                2K BEAUTY 961
                                                     PENNERS-CC DOUBLE BLACK 2257
CONLEY CHEYENNE 5028
                                                CRAFT CHEYENNE 1397-028

SIRE:

We have had really good luck with our SMA Watchout 482 calves and you’ll be
hearing a lot more about this sire in the Angus breed. I can’t tell you how much I
like this bull.  His dam is an extremely high quality Double Black from the Conley
program that raises the good stuff every year. He is super attractive in his profile,
with enough muscle and shape to produce bulls and heifers alike.  I love this bulls
body and structure and the way he ties high out of the topside of his shoulder. 

{53 }

DAM:

UDE Watch This 8031
                                                         GAMBLES HOT RODPLUM CREEK REFRESH 561A
                                                         S H MISS ANNIE LU 6087
                                                         DAMERONS FIRST CLASSGREIMANS PROVEN QUEEN 63
                                                         PVF ALL PROVEN QUEEN 757

SIRE:

03.01.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 93F                  Angus Bull

We’ve run a maternal brother to this bull on our cows for two years now and
he has produced several calves we’ve sold through our fall sale as well as many we’ve
kept as replacement heifers in our own herd. A full sister to this bull was success-
fully campaigned by the Podzimek family of South Dakota last year. Greiman
Proven Queen 63 is a no miss donor in our program and this one is right up there
with the best of them. This Refresh son combines power and look to be a big time
herd sire.

{5  4 }  

DAM:

UDE Refresh 93F

03.03.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 31F                  Angus Bull

{ 53}

{54}

UDE Proven Queen 147E
- A full sister to Lot 54.
- Fourth Overall Female, 

’17 Jordan Mack Memorial Classic
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                                                WS PILGRIM H182U
PROFIT
                                                WAGR PANARAMA 204Z

                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 1672

SIRE:

UDE Profit 162F

KAF Century Missie 164 has been a lead donor in our Angus program for years, but we sure are glad we finally gave her a chance to raise some half blood
Simmentals. This one raises the bar in terms of quality and the consistency in this mating builds confidence in these bull’s ability to pass this to their offspring.
This bull is phenotypically flawless. He’s attractive, smooth, deep and stout. This is the one to go out and raise show cattle.

{5 5}
DAM:

03.02.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 162F                50% Simmental/ 50% Angus Bull

KAF Century Missie 164
- Dam of Lot 47, 48, 49, 50, 55, 56, 57, 64 & 65

- Reserve Champion Junior Angus Female, 
’15 American Royal

- Champion Intermediate Angus Female, 
’15 NAILE, Jr & Open Show
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                                                WS PILGRIM H182U
PROFIT
                                                WAGR PANARAMA 204Z
                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262
KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 1672

SIRE:

This bull has been a favorite from the start. He’s powerful and attractive, but
even more impressive when set in motion. The set and flex on both ends of this
bull’s skeleton set him apart from the rest of the Simmental breed.

{56 }

DAM:

UDE Profit 110F
                                                WS PILGRIM H182U
PROFIT
                                                WAGR PANARAMA 204Z
                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262
KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 1672

SIRE:

09.15.2017            Black                        Polled 
ID: 729                  50% Simmental/ 50% Angus Bull

This September bull is a good bovine. This bull is really versatile and could fit
into a lot of different programs. He’s got the look and build to produce show cat-
tle, along with the rugged build to work in commercial production. 

{5  7 }  

DAM:

UDE Profit 729E

02.15.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 110F                50% Simmental/ 50% Angus Bull

{ 56}

{57}
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                                                SILVEIRAS WATCHOUT 0514
SMA WATCHOUT 482
                                                2K BEAUTY 961
                                                PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
SLL ELLIE 2201
                                                O G L ELLIE 634-446

SIRE:

This is the youngest bull in the sale, but this watchout son has so much poten-
tial. His maternal sister was just named the Champion Junior Angus Female in
Louisville for Chesney Steenhoek. This is as current of a pedigree as there is in the
angus breed and he’s got the phenotype to go with it. I really believe in this cow
family, and this is a big time opportunity to obtain a promotional quality Angus
bull.

{58 }

DAM:

UDE Watchout 225F
                                                MR TR HAMMER 308A ET
HARAS DISTINCTION 10C
                                                HARAS MISS PLATINUM
                                                3C MACHO M450 BZ
FARRAH 15W
                                                HCC FANCY

SIRE:

03.07.2018      Black                Polled 
ID: 64F            62% Simmental/ 34% Angus/ 3% Maine Bull

The build and design of these Distinction cattle are exactly what we’re chasing
in the show ring, and the performance and productivity is what we strive to pro-
duce in the real world. This is a really stout and rugged bull that’s sound and cor-
rect in his structure and is smooth and attractive in his over all design.  Whichever
sector of the cattle industry you’re chasing this bull is sure to up the quality and
performance in your offspring.

{5  9 }  

DAM:

UDE Distinction 8064F

05.01.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 225F                Angus Bull

{ 58}

{59}

Farrah 15W
- Dam of Lot 59, 66, 67 & 68
- Reserve Champion Percentage Female, 

’10 AJSA National Classic

UDE Ellie 153E
- A maternal sister to Lot 58.
- Grand Champion Junior Angus Female, ’18 NAILE
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                                                W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
W/C BANKROLL 811D
                                                MISS WERNING KP 8543U
                                                SCF/NJC HIGHVOLTAGE R159
UDE 20A
                                                UDE 875Y

SIRE:

I love the length of spine and expression of muscle this bull provides while still
maintaining great depth and turn to his rib.  Sired by the hot W/C Bankroll out
of a no miss ¾ blood High Voltage daughter that’s as good in her design as they
come. I really appreciate the bone and size of foot this bull comes with and his
overall structural correctness. This bull’s versatility is second to none in the sale.
No matter the build or breed of cattle this bull will make better offspring.  

{60 }

DAM:

UDE Bankroll 97F
                                                REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD54U
W/C BULLSEYE 3046A
                                                MISS WERNING KP 8543U
                                                MR HOC BROKER
TJSC KANSA 823B
                                                RC MISS KANSA 028T

SIRE:

03.20.2018            Red                          Polled 
ID: 85F                  PB Simmental Bull

TJSC Kansa 823B has made quite the name for herself in our donor pen. Last
year she produced the 3rd Overall Bred and Owned Purebred Female at the AJSA
National Classic and a profit daughter who is undefeated in her division in the
Purebred Simmental show ring shown by Fletcher Larson. This one comes with
power and predictability in his pedigree and look, eye appeal and structural cor-
rectness in his phenotype.

{61}

DAM:

UDE Bullseye 85F

02.21.2018            Rwe & White          Polled 
ID: 97F                  PB Simmental

{ 60}

{ 61}

UDE Kansa 40F
- A maternal sister to Lots 61, 62 & 63
- Grand Champion Spring Heifer Calf, 

’18 American Royal Purebred Simmental Show
- Champion Spring Heifer Calf, 

’18 NAILE Purebred Simmental Show
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                                                MCM TOP GRADE 018X
TJ HIGH CALBRE 556B
                                                PRS LADY DONE RIGHT W214
                                                MR HOC BROKER
TJSC KANSA 823B
                                                RC MISS KANSA 028T

SIRE:

This is a big time opportunity to invest in a bull that’s packed with performance
and look, and carries a very strong genetic basis to boot!  This bull is a flush mate
to the 3rd Overall Bred and Owned Purebred Female at the AJSA National
Classic.  This bull is long spined and attractive through his neck and chest.  He’s
stout featured and bold in the center portion of his body cavity, yet really smooth
and functional in his over all build. 

{62 }

DAM:

UDE High Calibre 704E
                                                         YARDLEY IMPRESSIVE T371
YARDLEY HIGH REGARD W242
                                                         MISS YARDLEY T68
                                                         MR HOC BROKER
TJSC KANSA 823B
                                                         RC MISS KANSA 028T

SIRE:

10.01.2017      Black                Polled 
ID: 711            PB Simmental Bull

This bull is smooth and attractive in his build and good on his feet and in his
joints. He’s a maternal oriented bull with some extra muscle and punch to also
raise bulls and production cattle. If you’re in to raising high quality females that
will go on to be consistent producers, this is the bull for you.

{6 3 }  

DAM:

UDE High Regard 711E

09.01.2017            Black                        Polled 
ID: 704                  PB Simmental Bull

{ 62}

{63}

TJSC Kansa 823B
- Dam of Lots 61, 62 & 63
- Reserve Champion Purebred Simmental Female, 

’15 NAILE
- Reserve Champion Purebred Female, 

’15 AJSA National Classic
- Grand Champion Purebred Female, 

’15 Simmental Breeder’s Sweepstakes

UDE Kansa 702E
- A full sister to Lots 62 & 63
- Third Overall Bred & Owned Female, 

’18 AJSA National Classic
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                                                CNS DREAM ON L186
WS PILGRIM H182U
                                                WS MARLA 276M
                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262
KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 1672

SIRE:

For years now we’ve gotten along really well with our Pilgrim sired cattle. This
bull is smooth, sound and flexible in his structural design.  He’s bold in his rib
design and has enough muscle and dimension to be a big time herd sire.  This
April bull has the right amount of growth, performance, genetic profile, and
maternal orientation to excel in all facets of the livestock industry.

{64 }

DAM:

UDE Pilgrim 212F
                                                CNS DREAM ON L186
WS PILGRIM H182U
                                                WS MARLA 276M
                                                CENTURY UNBELIEVABLE 262
KAF CENTURY MISSIE 164
                                                KAF CENTURY MISSIE 1672

SIRE:

03.04.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 151F                50% Simmental/ 50% Angus Bull

This is the right kind of bull to turn out and better your calf crop bulls and
heifers alike. He’s a long, deep-bodied type of bull that’s sound and flexible at the
ground. He’s ultra attractive in his design with added pounds and performance.
These dual purpose bulls are a big time investment for any operation when you
can raise big time replacement females and males that can go out and grow and
perform all the way through.

{65  }

DAM:

UDE Pilgrim 151F

04.03.2018            Black                        Polled 
ID: 212F                50% Simmental/ 50% Angus Bull

{ 64}

{ 65}

KAF Century Missie 164
- Dam of Lot 47, 48, 49, 50, 55, 56, 57, 64 & 65
- Reserve Champion Junior Angus Female, 

’15 American Royal
- Champion Intermediate Angus Female, 

’15 NAILE, Jr & Open Show
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{66}

{67}

{68}

                                                WS PILGRIM H182U
PROFIT
                                                WAGR PANARAMA 204Z
                                                3C MACHO M450 BZ
FARRAH 15W
                                                HCC FANCY

SIRE:

This is another big time dual-purpose bull with some added age and maturity.
He is an outstanding blazed faced ¾ Simmental with added length and dimension
to add pounds and performance to any calf crop.  However, considering the cow
family behind this bull, he’s a sire that can also go out and raise an outstanding set
of replacement females.  You’ll love the look and eye appeal of this bull and depth
and dimension he carries through the center portion of his body.  With as much
true muscle and mass this bull carries, he’s extremely sound and flexible at the
ground. 

{66}

DAM:

UDE Profit 712E

09.21.2017            Baldy            Polled 
ID: 712                  75% Simm/ 25% Angus Bull

                                                MCM TOP GRADE 018X
TJ HIGH CALBRE 556B
                                                PRS LADY DONE RIGHT W215
                                                3C MACHO M450 BZ
FARRAH 15W
                                                HCC FANCY

SIRE:

You absolutely have to love the pounds and performance this High Calibre son
brings to the table.  If you’re looking to add growth and pounds to your calf crop
without giving up structural integrity and look this is the perfect fit for you.  This
blazed face ¾ bull is full of red meat. This is the commercial mans kind of bull
that will produce high performing offspring that have the look and structural
integrity to succeed in all aspects of production.   

{67}

DAM:

UDE High Calibre 705E

09.05.2017            Baldy            Polled 
ID: 705                  75% Simmental/ 25% Angus Bull

                                                WS PILGRIM H182U
PROFIT
                                                WAGR PANARAMA 204Z
                                                3C MACHO M450 BZ
FARRAH 15W
                                                HCC FANCY

SIRE:

Here’s another really good fall bull with the genetics and performance to be a
big time asset to any operation.  This Profit son is stout and square over his hip
and top and is very robust in his rib design.  This is a really well balanced smooth
shouldered bull with the genetic backing to take your calf crop to the next level.
These ¾ Simmental bulls are very versatile in their ability to be bred to make pure-
bred and percentage cattle of high quality alike.  

{68}

DAM:

UDE Profit 734E

10.01.2017             Black           Polled 
ID: 734                   75% Simmental/ 25% Angus Bull

UDE Farrahs Surprise
- Maternal sister to 

Lot 65, 66, 67 & 68
- Champion ORB, 

’15 San Antonio Livestock Expo
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